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The regular April meeting was verbally gaveled to order by Skipper/Treasurer Steve Sobieralski, who reported on the current
treasure chest; adequate to fill our needs.
We had a guest, Adam Smith of St. Pete, who brought a ship diorama needing refurbishing. More on that, below. As
no dissenting messages were received or objections heard, the members present voted to have the full-data roster distributed to paid membership. That has been done. Contact Sec/Ed with changes or errors.
No other business was transacted.
Notice: The Suncoast Center for Fine Scale Modeling reports: “Our Next Open House Is Saturday, May 21st- 10am to 3pm.
Admission is $10 for adults. Under 12 free. We have lost our lease and the Center is closing indefinitely. May 21st is
our final open house.”

Webmaster Phillip Schuster. Contact Sec/Ed
Meetings
are held at 10:00 a.m. on the fourth Tuesday of
each month except December (none).
Location
is the lower level of Trinity Lutheran Church,
411-5th St. N., St. Petersburg. From I-275, Exit at
I-375 East to second exit (4th Ave. N.). Proceed to
traffic light at 5th St. N., turning left. Church is
on right. Parking is to the left of the church.
Objectives
This Society is an organization of model builders,
historians and artists who encourage the construction of nautical models, creation of marine
art, and research in maritime history, at every
level of expertise, through the exchange of ideas
and presentations.
Membership
There is no charge to attend meetings, and all
interested parties are invited. Annual dues of $12
are payable in January.
Presentations
Members and guests are encouraged to bring in
or send projects current and past, plans, modeling problems or maritime-related items of interest for discussion, or inclusion in the monthly
Ship’s Log.

Next Meeting
Tuesday, May 24 10:00 a.m.

Steve McMurtry’s
work in progress,
the Charles W.
Morgan, is starting a
new decade.

Show & Tell

Guy Hancock on Emma C. Berry
and The Sullivans: “I brought
the 1:700 model of The Sullivans
destroyer, a kit given to me by my
friend in the club Charlie Cooper
some years ago. I brought it because The Sullivans has been in the
news, listing and partially sinking
at the dock in the Military History
Park in Buffalo, NY. As of this writing
some progress has been made in
plugging holes, pumping out water
and she is not listing as much as
before.
By the end of the week, Guy added an update. She Floats!
Search: WGRZ-TV USS The Sullivans
(I could not get Guy’s link to work.
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Guy continues: “I brought the
Emma C Berry as the bobstay and
two guys for the bowsprit have
just been completed. The bobstay
is 27 link/inch chain and I broke it
twice trying to serve it with thread
that was too heavy. Using much
smaller thread solved the problem.
I presume the few feet nearest the
hull were served to protect against
chafing the anchor line. The outer
end has a lanyard rove between two
hearts.
The guys are served for their
entire length, and have a shackle
at the bowsprit end and a thimble,
sister hook, and eye at the hull end.
I made the guys around pins in a
board to ensure they came out the
same length as there is no way to
adjust them. In trying to shackle
one to the band on the bowsprit I
broke off the tab. It was too small to
hold for re-soldering, and the band
and bobstay are outboard of it and
weighed against taking it off the
bowsprit. I drilled a hole in a brass
bar, then soldered it to the band. It
broke off when I tried to cut off the
excess. I then cut almost all the way
through it, used a 3rd hand to hold
it for soldering, and the excess was
then easy to break off.”
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Steve Sobieralski on I J N S Akizuki:
“I brought in my 1/200 scale model
of the Japanese destroyer Akizuki
(“Autumn Moon”). This is a model that
I completed many years ago and was
built using a kit by Nichimo, a Japanese
model company which released a
series of 1/200 Japanese warships in
the 1970s. The kits still hold up pretty
well all these years later, and are a
good basis for adding minor detail
which can produce a very nice model.
That is if you can find one at a reasonable price.
 	 The Akizuki-class ships were
originally designed as anti-aircraft
escorts for carrier battle groups, but
were modified with torpedo tubes
and depth charges to meet the need
for more general-purpose destroyers.
Her crew numbered 300 officers and
enlisted men. The ships measured
440 ft overall, with a beam of 38 ft and
a draft of 13.5 ft. They displaced 2,700
tons and with engines rated at 52,000
hp reached a speed of 33 kts.
The main armament of the Akizuki
class consisted of eight 100-millimeter (3.9 in) dual purpose guns in four

IJNS Akizuki 1942
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twin-gun turrets, two super-firing
pairs fore and aft of the superstructure. As designed they carried
four 25-millimeter anti-aircraft
guns in two twin-gun mounts,
but war experience would later
increase this. The ships were also
armed with four 24.0 in Type 93
“Long Lance” torpedo tubes in
a single quadruple traversing
mount; one reload was carried for
each tube. Their anti-submarine
weapons comprised six depth
charge throwers for which 72
depth charges were carried.
Akizuki was completed on 11
June 1942. She participated in the
Guadalcanal Campaign, sustaining
a bomb hit and several near misses. She returned to Japan and was
repaired, but was then torpedoed
by USS Nautilus. She limped to
Truk for temporary repairs, but as
she was preparing to return to Japan her bow started sagging and
she had to be beached at Saipan.
She was cut in half and the bridge
and forward turrets were removed
to lighten ship and replaced with a
temporary bow. She was repaired
from July to October, 1943, receiving the bow from an incomplete
sister ship. She participated in the
Battle of the Philippine Sea and on
25 October, 1944, during the Battle
of Cape Engano, the ship was sunk,
probably by torpedo.
Of the 12 Akizuki class ships
completed, six were sunk and one
was damaged so badly she was
withdrawn from service. They

were considered very successful
ships and after the war one, the
Hanazuki, was operated by the US
Navy for a short period of time in
order to evaluate the design.
The Type 93 “Long Lance”
Torpedo
During the meeting, there were
some questions regarding the oxygen propulsion system of the “Long
Lance” torpedo, which I couldn’t
answer. This excerpt from the Wikipedia article on the torpedo might
answer them.
“The Japanese Navy invested
heavily in developing a large,
heavy, and long-range torpedo, the
Type 93. Torpedoes were the only
weapon that gave small warships,
such as destroyers, the potential
to cripple or sink battleships. The
IJN’s torpedo research and development focused on using highly
compressed oxygen instead of
compressed air as the fuel oxidizer
in the torpedo’s propulsion system.
These torpedoes used an otherwise
normal wet-heater engine burning
a fuel such as methanol or ethanol. Since air is only 21% oxygen
(and 78% nitrogen), pure oxygen
provides nearly five times as much
oxidizer in the same tank volume,
thereby increasing torpedo range.
In addition, the absence of the inert
nitrogen resulted in the emission of
significantly less exhaust gas, comprising only carbon dioxide, which
is significantly soluble in water, and
water vapor, thus greatly reducing
tell-tale bubble trails.”
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Chuck LaFave Restores a Clipper:
“I’m restoring a clipper ship model that’s
over 100 years old. The model was made
for the Hobbs family by Clifford Ashley,
who wrote the Ashley Book of Knots. The ship
is plank on frame, and the workmanship
is quite high. The ship was really dirty
and the sails were coming apart. The rigging turns into dust just by touching it.”
Chuck will have the sails remade,
either by his wife or a source in Czechoslovakia: Radimír Beseda - HiSModel.com
B. Nikodéma 4476/15 708 00 Ostrava,
Czech Republic.
Chuck also mentioned that the model
is assembled without cement/adhesives,
just that closely fitted, and has working
sails and blocks! He told that the model is
about 4-1/2 feet long.
“Clifford Warren Ashley (December
18, 1881 – September 18, 1947), New
Bedford, MA, was an American artist,
author, sailor, and knot expert. Mr. Ashley
was known for his paintings of whaling
subjects and two other books, “The Yankee Whaler (1926) and The Whaleships
of New Bedford (1929), studies of sperm
whaling in New England in the late 18th
century and early 19th century.”
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The carved details
on spars as above
and to the left, do
not seem to have
any history on ships
or models. A whim
of Ashley? I’d like
to hear if anybody
has knowledge of
similar decoration.
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Howard Howe on Perseverance
Tugboat:
“I have completed several more
sub-assemblies for Perseverance,
including the funnel assembly, the
two masts and the running lights. All
the larger sub-assemblies are being
attached to the model using screws,
pins, or magnets to facilitate access for
additional components as required.
Since the Caldercraft kit is for Imara,
some of the modifications for Perseverance required a second mast, an
enclosure for the upper bridge, and
fabricating a different top for the funnel. This may be for canvas cover over
the funnel while in port as suggested
by Steve Sobieralski.
For the running lights, I used 12v
LED’s that can be operated from the
internal 12v dc battery for engine &
electronic or at home using a timer
and ac to 12v dc transformer for night
display.

These two images provided by Howard
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I used pre-wired, small, two-pin
connectors with 26 AWG wiring
through the cabin. The three white
mast lights were connected by passing their leads through the wood
mast and soldered to two separate
strips of 32 AWG insulated magnet
wire. Painting the mast and wiring
did a good cover up to hide the
wiring.
Research on Wikipedia provided
information on the British tugboat
use for operation & trade with the
British Tanganyika Territory in East
Africa. Flag of the country is red
background with the British flag
upper left corner and a Giraffe head
inside a circle. Irwin created a two
sided flag that I was able to display
on the model mast! It must be
Giraffe country.
A recent sea (pond) trial was
successful except for some electronic speed control issues which will
require reprogramming before the
next run!”

Image at right, provided by Howard
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George Hecht on Yachting
magazines: “I brought the
May, June and July issues of
the 1942 edition of Yachting
magazine. They were made
when power boats we’re the
yachts of the day, not sailboats.
Also, good ads from assorted companies of the day on
how and what their products
helped the war effort, or what
warships they were used on.
I’m still trying to understand the Black Art of planking.
You know how much I love
wood! I’m burning through
wood faster than a gang of
hungry beavers. I might finish
one side of the Philadelphia
before the turn of the century.”

Yachting, Rudder and Motor Boating were an inspiration to many of us!
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Irwin Schuster Takes On
Donald McKay: Adam Smith
of St. Pete delivered an unusual
diorama, seeking restoration.
The Clipper Donald McKay is
portrayed with two mini-ships
alongside. All are metal, including the patched-up field
painting, in three parts. Ferrous
hull, spars, sails, and non-ferrous
decks and some furniture. Decks
probably brass, and capstan, etc.,
probably lead. The “Ball-Headed”
lighthouse / aid-to-navigation
thingy is lead, too, with an iron
ball at the top, and ferrous
weather-vane. The base is wood,
with plaster water. Flags are
paper.
The whole thing needs cleaning, some paint, plaster repair,
re-rigging and a new upper case.
The trapezoidal acrylic upper will
probably be replaced with wooden ends and a glass or acrylic
front. Top will be wood or clear,
depending on how much light it
seems to need. Wood ends, back
and top gives the best structure.

These thumb-size mini-ships are also steel, while
the tower is lead with an iron ball and shaft.
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The piece was spotted and
bought by Smith’s grandmother
60-70 years ago, so is not connected by history to the
family. Builder is unknown,
likely a century+, and with
signs of previous restoration.
Identification plate says:
“CLIPPER SHIP DONALD McKAY
/ AUSTRALIAN BLACK BALL LINE
/ BUILT AT BOSTON - 1855.” The
ship was 266 x 46 x 29’.
Wiki says: “Named after her
designer Donald McKay (she)
was built for James Baines & Co.,
and was the last extreme clipper
ship built by Donald McKay.
(She) sailed on the Black Ball Line
of Liverpool from 1855 to 1868,
bringing passengers and mail
from England to Australia.”
Sold a few times, ended up as
a coal hulk. Burned and broken
up in 1888.
I also showed and poorly
demonstrated a little recording device for about $12, that I
proposed could be incorporated
into a model case to tell a brief
story of the vessel.

Above, a record-play device.

Left, painted steel background assembly of three panels.

This flag has not
been identified.
Any suggestions?

Brit ensign, “Red Duster,”
a flag that originated in the
early 17th century as a British
ensign flown by the Royal
Navy and was later adopted
specifically by British merchantmen to be flown as
the civil ensign of the British
merchant fleet.
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Designer,
Donald McKay
is a determinedlooking fellow!

Ed Brut on Clipper Donald McKay:
“I believe I saw this ship (model) years
ago at a hobby shop and the shop
owner said he was trying to find
someone to repair it. He approached
me (as I being a member of the ship
club) and I took to running in the
other direction, you are a better man
than I, Gunga Din. I would not even
know where to begin on this one.”
Sec/Ed responds: “Fools rush in...
since we are citing classics! More than
one advised the same. Recall that
Gunga Din was a (bhisti), “water-boy.”
Rudyard Kipling, and worth looking
up and reading again. A reminder that
for every soldier, there are a support
people.
”The Department of Defense
employs more than 700,000 civilians
in an array of critical positions worldwide, about 1.4 million active duty
members.” That does not count the
uniformed logistical staff.”
I recall reading once, that by the
end of WW II, the Brit Admiralty was
so bloated that it was full time job
supporting itself, and did not need a
navy to administer.
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Steve McMurtry reports on C. W.
Morgan, from TN: “After 10 years of
plodding along, the Morgan is finally
becoming a ship. Much has been accomplished in the past several weeks.
I designed, built and successfully used
a motorized shroud serving machine. I
was able to continuously wrap sections
of rope up to 6 feet long. The shrouds on
the Morgan are 0.040 diameter (about
2.5” full scale) and I used .004 thread for
the wrap.
Before I started to rig the shrouds
I spent an amount of time thinking
through the rest of the deck to be sure
everything that could be installed was,
before adding significant obstacles.
I installed the fife rail around the main
mast and the bilge pumps in the same location. I installed the anchor chains from
the chain pipes out through the hawse
pipes.
Belaying pins proved to be a little more
work than I had hoped. There are no
commercially available pins that are really
to 3/16 scale. I had to buy them from
Cast Your Anchor in Canada to the correct
length of 6mm. Then they all (about 120)
had to be chucked up in the lathe and
filed down to the correct scale diameters.
That was about a weeks work. I aged the
finished pins and installed them all.
Next, I installed all the chainplates and
lower deadeyes. I used a line with a loop
on one end to establish to the lay of each
shroud and marked the intersection on
the upper and lower channels. I filed
notches into the channels and mounted
the chainplates. Finally, I installed a thin
cover strip over the outermost edge of
the channels and painted.

Images submitted by Steve. Steve visited and documented the ship in Mystic a few years
ago, at the NRG Conference held there.
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I found an interesting method for
gauging the deadeye spacing from an NRG
article. I had tried using wire to set the
spacing but it was too flimsy and unstable.
I made strips of wood slightly thicker than
the deadeyes and long enough to extend
beyond the end of the row of shrouds. I
used the same layline to mark the position
of the upper deadeye relative to the lower
and marked the center point where the
shroud would cross the spacer at both the
top and bottom. Then I drilled a pair of
holes in the spacer at the top and bottom
crossing point of each shroud on either
side of the center. The picture is worth a
thousand words. Next, I laced the spacers
to the chainplate deadeyes. Make them
good and tight so it doesn’t shift or wobble.
Now it was time to start making
shrouds. The Morgan uses the common
practice of continuous loop pairs, seized at
the mast head and alternating starboard
to port. I installed a deadeye on one end
of the shroud. To simulate a splice, I seized
the shroud tight around the deadeye with
a few turns of .006 line. Then I measured
the splice length *(3/4” in this case) and
trimmed off the tail. After removing the
seizing from the tail I unlayed the tail
of the rope and trimmed the individual
strands on an angle to 3 lengths. One full
length, one about 1/3 shorter and the last
1/3 shorter yet. This gave me a tapered tail
so the splice would look right. I then glued
the tail to the main shroud with wood
glue. Roll the joint between your thumb
and finger to get a tight smooth bond so
that the taper will be well defined. Finally
serve the splice using .006 - .008 line.
I laced this deadeye to the alignment
fixture and ran the other end around the
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mast head and down to the next location.
I used electronic test probes to clamp
the line at the masthead and the second
deadeye. At this point there was minimal tension on the shroud. I laced in the
second deadeye and then carefully added
tension to the pair until it was where I
wanted it. This involved much loosening
and reclamping at both ends to get everything tuned properly. Once everything
was set, I used a very fine tipped brush and
some white paint to mark both strands
of the shroud at the deadeye and the
masthead to mark the junction points so I
would know where to seize the lines after
removing them from the ship.
Because the shrouds pass through the
futtocks on the tops I was unable to install
the second deadeye off the ship in some
locations. The deadeyes were too big to
pass through the opening. I repeated this
basic process for all the shrouds. The final
process before finishing the installation
was to splice in the deadeyes that had to
be installed in situ.
To insure a nice straight line on the
deadeyes I made a second set of fixtures
similar to the first. These were a bit thinner
than the deadeyes and the height of
the correct spacing. After lacing all the
shrouds with the correct size lanyard, I
slipped these little spacers in. Then you
can tighten the lanyards down and end up
with a nice straight row.
Next steps are installing the fore stays,
all the ratlines (wooden strips on the Morgan in the main shrouds) and the cutting
tackle used to handle the strips of blubber
cut from the whale.
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Tim Roberts Takes on Bluenose:
How many times can the story of
the schooner Bluenose be told?
RECAP: Bluenose was a gaff
schooner designed by William
James Roué. Her length was 143
feet. She was built in Nova Scotia in
1921, for both fishing and racing.
Known as the “Queen of the
North Atlantic,” she was wrecked
on a reef off Haiti in 1946 while
working in that area. Tim has a
special knowledge and prior
connection with the Roué family,
having researched Haligonian with
them.
The club received a donation a
while back, including a very fine,
but unfinished model of the fisherman - racer and Tim will be rigging
and completing her.
The donor does not want her
Dad’s model back. As with most
builders, he left many, and the
family has chosen their favorites.
“Bluenose “was a nickname for
Nova Scotians, from the 1700’s.
“Red-nose”, on the other hand,
dates from 1939, and is reserved for
reindeer and tipplers.

Current state of Bluenose, as she was when her builder passed.
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No cartoons nor crackpot
concepts this month, only
a suggestion of an amusing
read, The Guinness Book of Naval
Blunders, by Geoffrey Regan.
Chapters include:
• Lunatic Admirals
• The Tale of the Tub
• The Price of Admiralty
• A Life on the Ocean Wave
• Above Us the Waves
• That Sinking Feeling
• Case Studies
This includes 22 battles
and fleets, etc.
The Admiral Popov, a circular
Russian Battleship is covered.
So is the cruiser, HMS Trinidad
that torpedoed herself in
1942. And, MORE!
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